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Assessment of Children's Knowledge 
 of Basic Conceptual Systems (BCSs) – Screening Revised 

Response Protocol 
Protocol for recording responses, scores and notes about a student’s knowledge of BCSs and their ability to abstract. 
Age: 6-13 years 

Name:  Gender: ! Male  ! Female 

School:  Grade Level: _____ 

Date of Birth:  _____ / _____  / _____ Age: _____ 

Assessment Date: _____ / _____  / _____ Assessed By:  

! No  ! Yes. Does the student have any documented language and/or learning difficulties? If yes, give a brief 
description of the student’s language and learning difficulties, including difficulties with specific academic areas:

! No  ! Yes. Is the student an English Language learner or is English not the primary language of the home.

Background information concerning the student’s level of concentration, perseverance, general language skills, relevant 
medical history, etc. 

General Directions for Administration: There is no time limit for this procedure, but note the time used for Part I and Part II 
separately. Write down the student’s responses in each Procedure. Praise and encouragement should be given in more 
general terms in relation to the implementation of tasks, such as "You are really working well”, etc. Adjust the instructions 
and questions to the student’s dialect if necessary 



 

Part I. Identification 
 

Scoring Key: Procedures 1.A and 2.A 
3 - 1 point for the correct use of Conceptual Vocabulary (CV) word, plus 2 points for the   
      correct use of the Basic Conceptual System (BCS) term. Ex. “color (2) + blue (1).” 
      Note: If a student receives a score of 3 on a Procedure, move to the next Task.  

 1 - point for use of only the correct Conceptual Vocabulary (CV) word. Ex. “blue” 
 0 - points for incorrect response or no response (NR). 

Procedure 2.B - Procedure 2.B is not scored. Responses should be written down together with any observations of the student’s 
learning skills, attention and language skills.  

 
Objects needed Item 8    - An unpainted wooden block or other unpainted wooden item.  
for Part I: Item 10 - A piece of rough gauge sandpaper. 
 Item 13 - A small heavy rock and a large leaf or piece of paper that can held in one hand. 
    
 

1. The Color Blue   
 
1:A Here is a picture of some blocks? What color are 
these blocks? 
      Response:  
 

 
3 - color + blue 
1 - blue 
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 

 

 
2:A Look at the blocks again. Do these blocks have 
the color red, the color blue or the color black?        
      Response:  
 

 
 

 
3 - color + blue 
1 - blue 
0 - NR, Incorrect,  
 

 
2:B Look at the blocks in the picture once more and say with me:  

These blocks have the color blue. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 
 

2. Round Shape 
  

 
1:A Here you can see a picture of a plate. What 
shape does this plate have? 
      Response:  
 

 
3 - round + shape 
1 - round 
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 

 

 

2:A Look at this plate again. Does this plate have a 
round shape, a triangular shape or a four-sided 
shape?       
      Response:  
 

 
 

 
3 - round + shape 
1 - round 
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 

 
2:B Look at the plate in this picture once more and say together with me:  

This plate has a round shape. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (cross out the elements omited) 
 
 

3. Small Size  
  

 
1:A Here is a picture of two things, an elephant and 
a ball. What size is the ball compared to the 
elephant? 
      Response:  

 
3 - small + size 
1 - small 
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 

 

 

2:A Look at the elephant and ball again. Is the ball 
large in size or small in size compared to the 
elephant?        
      Response:  
 

 
 

 
3 - small + size 
1 - small 
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 

 
2:B Look at the elephant and ball in the picture once more and say together with me:  

This ball is small in size compared to the elephant. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (cross out the elements omited) 
 



 

4.   Placed Under in relation to    
 

1:A Here's a picture of a ball and a table. Where is 
the ball placed in relation to the table? 
      Response:  
 

 
3 - placed + under 
1 - under 
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 

 

 

2:A Look at this ball and table again. Is the ball placed under  
      the table, placed on the table or is it placed beside the table? 
      Response:  
 

 
 

 
3 - placed + under 
1 - under 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 
2:B Look at the ball and table in the picture once more and say with me:  

The ball is placed under the table. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (cross out the elements omited) 
 
   

5. Diagonal Position    
 

1:A Here is a picture of a glass with a pencil in it. 
What position is this pencil in? 
       Response:  
 

 

3 - diagonal + position 
1 - diagonal 
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 

 

 

2:A Look at this pencil in the glass again. Is this 
pencil in a horizontal position, diagonal position or a 
vertical position? 
      Response:  
 

 
 

 
3 - diagonal + position 
1 - diagonal 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 
2:B Look at the pencil and glass in the picture once more and say together with me:  

This pencil is in a diagonal position. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (cross out the elements omited) 
 
 

6. Striped Pattern    
 

1:A Here is a picture of a zebra. What kind of pattern 
does this zebra have on it? 
      Response:  
 

 

3 - striped + pattern 
1 - striped 
0 - NR, Incorrect 
  

 

 

2:A Look at this zebra again. Does this zebra have a 
dotted pattern, a checkered pattern or a striped 
pattern on it?        
      Response:  
 

 
 

 
3 - striped + pattern 
1 - striped 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 
2:B Look at the zebra in the picture once more and say with me:  

This zebra has a striped pattern on it. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (cross out the elements omited) 
 

 

7. Used to Drink From    
 

1:A Here is a picture of a glass. What is a glass used 
for? 
      Response:  
 

 

3 - used + drink from* 
1 - drink from 
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 

 

 

2:A Look at this glass again. Is a glass used to sit on, 
used to drink from or used to write with or?        
      Response:  
 

 
 

 
3 - used + drink from* 
1 - drink from 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 
2:B Look at the glass in the picture once more and say with me:  

A glass is used to drink from* / drink out of* (*can use either form). 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (cross out the elements omited) 
 



8. Wood Material

1:A Here is a (wooden block or other wooden item). 
What material is this (name of item) made of?
      Response: 

3 - wood + material 
1 - wood, wooden 
0 - NR, Incorrect  

2:A Look at this (wooden item) again. Is this (wooden 
item) made of wood material, metal material or paper 
material?  

Response: 

3 - wood + material 
1 - wood, wooden 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Look at this (wooden item) once more and say with me:
This (item) is made of wood material. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 

9. Number Four

1:A Here is a picture of some cookies. What is the 
number of cookies in this picture?       
      Response: 

3 - number + four 
1 - four 
0 - NR, Incorrect  

2:A Look at this picture of the cookies again. Is the 
number of cookies in this picture the number seven, 
the number two or the number four?  

Response: 

3 - number + four 
1 - four 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Look at the cookies in the picture once more and say together with me:
The number of cookies is four. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 

10. Rough Surface

1:A Here's a piece of sandpaper. Feel the surface. 
What kind of surface does this sandpaper have? 
      Response: 

3 - rough + surface 
1 - rough 
0 - NR, Incorrect  

2:A Look at this piece of sandpaper again and feel it 
carefully. Does this sandpaper have a rough surface, 
a sticky surface or a smooth surface or?  

Response: 

3 - rough + surface 
1 - rough 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Look at this piece of sandpaper and say together with me: 
This sandpaper has a rough surface. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 

11.  Symbol for …

1:A Here you can see a picture of a letter “b”. What is 
this letter “b” a symbol for? 
      Response: 

3 - symbol for + letter sound /b/ 
1 - /b/ 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:A Look at this letter “b” again. Is this letter “b” a 
symbol for the speech sound /t/, a symbol for the 
speech sound /b/ or a a symbol for the speech sound 
/s/?  

Response: 

3 - symbol for + letter sound /b/ 
1 - /b/ 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Look at the letter “b” in the picture again and say with me:
This letter ‘b’ is a symbol for the speech sound /b/. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 



12. Down / Downwards in Direction

1:A Here is a picture of a leaf. Watch as it moves 
across the screen. (Activate the slide) In what 
direction is this leaf moving? 
      Response: 

3 - Down + in direction or, 
     Downward + in direction 
1 - Down,  
     Downwards 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:A Look at this picture of a leaf again. Is the leaf 
moving upwards in direction, from left to right in 
direction or downwards in direction?  

Response: 

3 - Down + in direction or, 
     Downward + in direction 
1 - Down,  
     Downwards 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Look at the leaf moving in this picture again and say together with me:
This leaf is moving downwards in direction. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (cross out the elements omited) 

13. Heavy in Weight

1:A The student is given a rock or similar object 
that is heavy in weight and can be held in the 
hand together with a leaf or similar object that is 
light in weight compared to the first object)  
Here is a rock and a leaf.  
I want you to hold each one in a different hand 
and feel each object  like this. (Demonstrate for 
the student how to feel the weight of the objects 
by “bouncing” each hand up and down slightly). 
What weight does this rock have compared to the 
leaf?  
     Response: 

3 - heavy + weight 
1 - heavy 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:A Hold this rock and this leaf in your hands 
again. Is this rock heavy in weight or light in 
weight compared to the leaf?       
      Response: 

3 - heavy + weight 
1 - heavy 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Hold this rock and this leaf in your hands again and say with me:
This rock is heavy in weight compared to the leaf. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 

14. Hot in Temperature

1:A Here you can see a picture of a fire. If you put 
your hand close to the fire, what temperature does 
it have? 
      Response: 

3 - hot + temperature 
1 - hot 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:A Look at this picture of the fire again. Is this fire 
hot in temperature, cold in temperature or room 
temperature?     
      Response: 

3 - hot + temperature 
1 - hot 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Look at this picture of a fire again and say with me:
This fire is hot in temperature. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 



15.  Night Time

1:A Here you can see a picture of the moon. 
When (or, At what time … ) do you see the moon? 
      Response: 

3 - night + time 
1 - night 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:A Look at this picture of the moon again. Do you 
see the moon during the day time, during the night 
time or during the afternoon time?       
      Response: 

3 - night + time 
1 - night 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

2:B Look at this picture of the moon again and say with me:
I see the moon during the night time. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 

a. Subtest Score Procedure I.1.A
What the student can do on her/his own. / 45 

b. Subtest Score Procedure I.2.A
What the student can do with help. / 45 

Total time for administration of Part I. __________ 



 

Preliminary to Part II. 
 

Before starting the tasks in Part II of this test, the Teacher should ensure that the students know the difference between 
the concepts of completely the same (Exactly the same, identical) and partial similarity (similar, similar in …, alike in …). 
Use the following Trial exercises to determine and develop the student’s knowledge of these key concepts.  
 
 
Trial 1. Stimulus plate 11 – The Teacher points to the two red-colored squares and asks the student:  
      Look at these two shapes. Do you agree that these two shapes are exactly alike?  
Most students will respond in the affirmative. The Teacher then says:  
      You are right. These two shapes are exactly the same. They both have the same color red (they are      
      similar in color), they are both the same size (they are similar in size) and they are both squares (they are    
      similar in form). 
 
 
Trial 2. Stimulus plate 12 – The Teacher points to the red-colored shape and the white colored shape and asks the 
student:  
      Look at these two shapes. Do you think that these two shapes are exactly alike?  
Most students will respond in the negative. The Teacher then says:  
      You are right. These two shapes are not exactly the same. They don’t have the same color and they are  
      not the same size, but they are similar in one way. In what way are these two shapes similar? 
The student is first given a chance to respond by themselves. The Teacher then says: 
      These two shapes both have a square shape.  
The Teacher shows this by tracing the same sides simultaneously on each shape, describing the sides using conceptual 
vocabulary saying:  
      They both have a horizontal striaght line shape on the bottom, a vertical straight line shape on the left  
      side, etc. They are similar in having a square shape. 
 
 
Trial 3. Stimulus plate 13 – The Teacher points to the yellow-colored shape and the blue colored shape and asks the 
student:  
      Look at these two shapes. Do you think that these two shapes are exactly alike?  
Most students will respond in the negative. The Teacher then says:  
      You are right. These two shapes are not exactly the same. They don’t have the same color and they are  
      not the same size, but they are similar in one way. In what way are these two shapes similar? 
The student is first given a chance to respond by themselves. The Teacher then says: 
      These two shapes both have a 4-sided shape.  
The Teacher shows this by tracing and counting the number of sides simultaneously on each shape, and saying:  
      They both have 4 sides. They are similar in having a 4-sided shape. 
 
 
Trial 4. Stimulus plate 14 – The Teacher points to the four shapes on the stimulus plate and asks the student:  
      Look at these shapes. Do you think that all of these shapes are exactly alike?  
Most students will respond in the negative. The Teacher then says:  
      You are right. These shapes are not exactly the same. They don’t have the same color and they are  
      not the same size, but they are similar in one way. In what way are all of these similar? 
The student is first given a chance to respond by themselves. The Teacher then says: 
      All of these shapes have a 4-sided shape.  
The Teacher shows this by tracing and counting the number of sides simultaneously on each shape, and saying:  
      They all have 4 sides. They are similar in having a 4-sided shape. 
 
 
Note: If the student appears to struggle with the concepts of completely the same (Exactly the same, identical) and partial 
similarity, the Teacher should repeat any steps or create more examples to help the student to develop their 
understanding of these concepts.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Part II. Abstraction 
 
Scoring Key: Procedure 1.A and 2.A 
 4  -  1 point for the use of the term “similar, similar in, or alike”, plus 1 point for use of the   
  correct Conceptual Vocabulary (CV) word, and 2 points for use of the correct Basic    
  Conceptual System term. Ex. “They are similar (1) in having the color (2) red (1).” 
  Note: If the student receives a score of 4, proceed to the next Task. 

3  -  1 point for the use of the correct Conceptual Vocabulary (CV) word and 2 points for the 
  correct use of the Basic Conceptual System term. Ex. “The color (2) red (1).” 
 1  - 1 point for use of only the correct conceptual vocabulary term. Ex. “red.” 
 0  -  No points for incorrect response or no response (NR).  
 

Procedure 2.B - Procedure 2.B is not scored. Responses should be written down together with any 
observations of the student’s learning skills, attention and language skills. 
 

Objects needed for Part II: Item 23 - 3 items made from plastic material.  
  Item 25 - 3 items each having a smooth surface  
  Item 28 - one object that is heavy in weight and two objects that are light in weight  
    compared to the first object  
     

16. Partial similarity in having the Color Red 
   

 
1:A Here is a picture of three items. You can  
      see that these items are not exactly the  
      same. But there is a similarity between  
      them. Can you tell me in what way the  
      apple, pillow and the balloon are  
      similar/alike?       
      Response:  

 
4 - similar + color + red 
3 - color + red 
1 - red 
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 

 

 
2:A Look at the picture again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are these three  
      items similar in having the color yellow,  
      similar in having the color red or similar in  
      having the color white?    
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively:  Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they have the color yellow, the 
color red or the color white?     
 

 
4 - similar + color + red 
3 - color + red 
1 - red 
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 
 
 

 

2:B Look at the items in this picture and say together with me:  
They are similar in having the color red. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 

 

17. Partial similarity in having a Triangle Shape  
  

 
1:A Here is a picture of three items. Can you  
      tell me in what way these three items are  
      similar/alike?        
      Response:  
 
 

 
4 - similar + triangle + shape 
3 - triangle + shape 
1 - triangle  
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 

 

 
2:A Look at these three items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are these three  
      items similar in having a round shape,  
      similar in having a triangle shape or  
      similar in having a square shape?   
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they have a round shape, a 
triangular shape or a square 
shape? 
 

 
4 - similar + triangle + shape 
3- triangle + shape 
1 - triangle  
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 
 
 

 

2:B Look at the items in this picture and say together with me:  
They are similar in having a triangle shape. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 



 

18. Partial similarity in being Large in Size 
  

 
1:A Here is a picture of several items. Can you  
      tell me in what way this dog and this chair  
      (point to each item as you refer to them)      
      are similar/alike compared to the things that  
      are beside them?  
      Response:  

 
4 - similar + large + size 
3 - large + size 
1 - large  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

 
2:A Look at these items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are this dog and  
      chair similar in having a small size or  
      similar in having a large size in compared  
      to the items that are beside them?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between this dog and this chair 
that they have a small size or a 
large size compared to the 
items that they are beside? 
 

 
4 - similar + large + size 
3 - large + size 
1 - large  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at the the large size dog and chair in this picture and say together with me:  
They are similar in having a large size compared to the things that they are beside. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 
  

19. Partial similarity in being Placed On something else. 
   

 
1:A Here is a picture of several items. Can you  
      tell me in what way this cat, ball and bird  
      (point to each item as you refer to them)  
      are similar/alike compared to the things that  
      you see them with?           
      Response:  

 
4 - similar + placed + on 
3 - placed + on 
1 - on  
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 
 

 

 
2:A Look at these items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are the cat, ball  
      and bird similar in being placed beside,  
      similar in being placed on or similar in  
      being placed over the things that they are  
      with?  
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between the cat, ball and bird 
that they are placed beside, 
placed on or placed over the 
things that they are with?  
 

 
4 - similar + placed + on 
3 - placed + on 
1 - on  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at the cat, ball and bird in this picture and say together with me:  
They are similar in being placed on the things that they are with. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 

 

 20. Partial similarity in being in a Vertical Position  
  

 
1:A Here is a picture of several items. Can you  
      tell me in what way this stopsign, candle  
      and shovel (point to each item as you refer  
      to them) are similar/alike? 
      Response:  

 

4 - similar + vertical + position 
3 - vertical + position 
1 - vertical  
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 

 

 
2:A Look at these items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are the stopsign,  
      candle and shovel similar in being in a  
      horizontal position, similar in being in a  
      vertical position or similar in being in a  
      diagonal position?           
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between the stopsign, candle 
and shovel that they are in a 
horizontal position, vertical 
position or diagonal position? 
 

 
4 - similar + vertical + position 
3 - vertical + position 
1 - vertical  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at the stopsign, candle and shovel in this picture and say with me:  
They are similar in being in a vertical position. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 



 

21. Partial similarity in having a Spotted/Dotted Pattern 
   

 
1:A Here is a picture of several items. Can  
      you tell me in what way this ladybug, glass  
      and dog (point to each item) are  
      similar/alike?          
      Response:  
 

 
4 - similar + dotted + pattern 
3 - dotted + pattern 
1 - dotted  
0 - NR, Incorrect  

 

 
2:A Look at these items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are these three  
      items similar in having a flowered pattern,  
      similar in having a dotted pattern or similar   
      in having a striped pattern?  
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they have a flowered pattern, a 
dotted pattern or a striped 
pattern?    
    

 
4 - similar + dotted + pattern 
3 - dotted + pattern 
1 - dotted  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at the giraffe, glass and ladybug in this picture and say together with me:  
They are similar in having a dotted pattern. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 
  

22. Partial similarity in being Used to Sit On. 
   

 
1:A Here is a picture of several items. Can you  
      tell me in what way this stool, couch and  
      chair (point to each item) are similar/alike?        
      Response:  
 

 
4 - similar + used + sit on 
3 - used + sit on 
1 - sit on 
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 
 

 

 
2:A Look at these items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are these three  
      items similar in being used to play with,  
      similar in being used to sit on or similar in  
      being used to drink with?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they are used to play with, used 
to sit on, used to drink with? 

 
4 - similar + used + sit on 
3 - used + sit on 
1 - sit on 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at this stool, couch and chair in this picture and say together with me:  
They are similar in being used to sit on.  

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 

 

 23. Partial similarity in being made of Plastic Material  
  

 
1:A Here are three different items. (Hand the  
      student three items made of plastic  
      material) Can you tell me in what way these  
      three items (point to each item) are  
      similar/alike?        
      Response:  
 

 
4 - similar + plastic + material 
3 - plastic + material 
1 - plastic  
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 
 

 

 
2:A Look at these items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are these three  
      items similar in being made of wood  
      material, similar in being made of plastic  
      material or similar in being made of metal  
      material?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they are made of wood material, 
plastic material or metal 
material.  

 
4 - similar + plastic + material 
3 - plastic + material 
1 - plastic  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at these three items and say together with me:  
They are similar in being made of plastic material. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 



 

24. Partial similarity in having the Number Five (quantity) 
   

 
1:A Here is a picture of three different groups  
      of items. Can you tell me in what way these  
      three groups (point to each item) are  
      similar/alike?        
      Response:  
 

 
4 - similar + number + five 
3 - number + five 
1 - five  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

 

2:A Look at these items again and listen  
      carefully to what I say: Are these three  
      groups similar in having the number three,  
      similar in having the having the number five  
      or similar in having the having the number  
      seven?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they have the number three, the 
number five or the number 
seven?    

 
4 - similar + number + five 
3 - number + five 
1 - five  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at these three groups and say together with me:  
They are similar in having the number five. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 
  

25. Partial similarity in having a Smooth Surface 
   

 
1:A Here are three different items. (Hand the  
      student three items that have a smooth  
      surface) Feel the top of each one of them.  
      Can you tell me in what way these three  
      items (point to each item) are similar/alike?       
      Response:  

 
4 - similar + smooth + surface 
3 - smooth + surface 
1 - smooth  
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 
 

 

 
2:A Look at these items again and carefully feel  
      them. (While the student is feeling the  
      items, say:) Are these three items similar in  
      having a smooth surface, similar in having  
      a rough surface or similar in havng a  
      sticky surface?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they have a smooth surface, a 
rough surface or a sticky 
surface?    

 
4 - similar + smooth + surface 
3 - smooth + surface 
1 - smooth  
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

2:B Look at these items and say together with me:  
They are similar in having a smooth surface. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 
 

26. Partial similarity in moving Up/Upwards in Direction 
   

 
1:A Here is a picture of several balloons. Watch 
what happens when I activte the slide. Can  
you tell me in what way these balloons are  
similar/alike?          
      Response:  
 

 
4 - similar + up/upwards + in  
     direction  
3 - up/upwards + in direction 
1 - up/upwards 
0 - NR, Incorrect  
 

 

 

2:A Look at these balloons again and listen  
carefully to what I say: Are these three balloons 
similar in moving upwards in direction, similar in 
moving from right to left in direction or similar in 
moving from downwards in direction? 
      Response:  
 

 

Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three balloons 
that they are moving upwards in 
direction, that they are moving 
from right to left in diretion or 
that they are moving 
downwards in direction?    
    

 

4 - similar + up/upwards + in  
     direction  
3 - up/upwards + in direction 
1 - up/upwards 
0 - NR, Incorrect  

 

2:B Look at the three balloons in this picture again and say together with me:  
They are similar in moving/going up/upwards in direction. 

Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 



 

27. Partial similarity in being a Symbol for Something Else  
  

 
1:A Here is a picture of three items. Can you tell me 
in what way these three items are similar/alike?        
      Response:  
 

 
4 - similar + symbol + for stop 
3 - symbol + for stop 
1 - stop, don’t go  
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 
 

 

 
2:A Look at these three items again and listen  
carefully to what I say: Are these three items similar 
in being a symbol for go, similar in being a symbol 
for stop or similar in being a symbol for turn here?   
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they are a symbol for go, that 
they are a symbol for stop or 
that they are a a symbol for turn 
here? 
 

 
4 - similar + symbol + for stop 
3 - symbol + for stop 
1 - stop, don’t go  
0 - NR, Incorrect 
 
 

 
2:B Look at the items in this picture again and say together with me:  

They are similar in being a symbol for stop, don’t go. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 
 

28. Partial similarity in being Light in Weight compared to another Object 
   

 
1:A (Using one object that is heavy in weight and 
two objects that are light in weight compared to the 
first object, the instructor says … ) Here are three 
different items. First, hold this in one hand (name 
and hand the student the object that is light in 
weight). I want you to feel each object  like this 
(demonstrate for the student how to feel the weight 
of the objects by “bouncing” them lightly in their 
hands). Now hold each of these two other objects in 
your other hand one at a time. Can you tell me in 
what way these two objects (Point to the two light 
objects) are similar/alike compared to this (name 
and point to the first object)?  
     Response: 

 
4 - similar + light + weight 
3 - light + weight 
1 - light 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

 
2:A Hold this … (name the heavy weight object) in 
one hand again and hold each of these (name each 
of the two light weight items) in your other hand 
again. Listen carefully to what I say: Are these two 
objects (Point to the two light weight objects) similar 
in being heavy in weight, similar in being the same 
weight or similar in being light in weight compared to 
this (name of first object)?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these two items that 
they are heavy in weight, that 
they are the same in weight or 
that they are light in weight 
compared to this (name of first 
object)?        
      

 
4 - similar + light + weight 
3 - light + weight 
1 - light 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 
2:B Hold this … (name the heavy weight  object) in one hand and now each of these (name each of the light weight 
objects) in your other hand again. (Point to the two light weight objects) Now say together with me:  

They are similar in being light in weight compared to the (name of first object). 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

29. Partial similarity in being Cold in Temperature compared to another Object 
   

 
1:A Here is a picture of a fire on the left and three 
items on the right, a glass of ice, an ice cream cone 
and a snowman. Can you tell me in what way these 
three items (name each of them) on the right are 
similar compared to the fire?  
     Response: 

 
4 - similar + cold + temperature 
3 - cold + temperature 
1 - cold 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

 
2:A Look at the glass of ice, the ice cream cone and 
the snowman on the right again and listen carefully 
to what I say: Are these three items similar in being 
hot in temperature, similar in being room 
temperature or similar in being cold in temperature 
compared to this fire?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three items that 
they are hot in temperature, 
room temperature or cold in 
temperature compared to this 
fire?        

 
4 - similar + cold +temperature 
3 - cold + temperature 
1 - cold 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 
2:B Look at the glass of ice, the ice cream cone and the snowman in comparison to the fire in this picture again and say 
together with me: 

They are similar in being cold in temperature compared to the fire. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 

 
30. Partial similarity in being at Night Time compared to another Picture 

   

 
1:A Here is a picture of the sun shining on leaves on 
the left and three other pictures on the right, 
fireworks, the stars and a skyline. Can you tell me in 
what way these three pictures (name each of them) 
on the right are similar compared to the sun picture?  
     Response: 

 
4 - similar + night + time 
3 - night + time 
1 - night 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 

 
2:A Look at the fireworks, the stars and the skyline 
on the right again and listen carefully to what I say: 
Are these three pictures similar in being at night 
time, similar in being at noon time or similar in being 
at day time?        
      Response:  
 

 
Alternatively: Is the similarity 
between these three pictures 
that they are at night time, at 
noon tme or at day time 
compared to this sun picture?        

 
4 - similar + night + time 
3 - night + time 
1 - night 
0 - NR, Incorrect 

 
2:B Look at the fireworks, the stars and the skyline in comparison to the sun shining on leaves in this picture again and 
say together with me:  

They are similar in being (happening) at night time compared to the sun picture. 
Response: ! All elements present  ! Incomplete (circle the elements present) 
 
 

a. Subtest Score Procedure II.1.A 
What the student can do on her/his own. 

 
/ 60 

 

 

b. Subtest Score Procedure II.2.A 
What the student can do with help. 

  
/ 60 

 
 

Total time for administration of Part II. __________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Assessment Results 
 

1.A Test Totals - What the student can do on her/his own. 
 

 

Identification 
a. Procedure I.1.A 

 
 

45 

 
+ 

 

Abstraction 
c. Procedure II.1.A 

 
 

60 

 
= 

 
_____ 

105 

 
X 100% = 

 
_____% 

 
 
 
 

2.A Test Totals - What the student can do with help. 
         

 

Identification 
b. Procedure I.2.A 

 
 

45 

 
+ 

 

Abstraction 
d. Procedure II.2.A 

 
 

60 

 
= 

 
_____ 

105 

 
X 100% = 

 
_____% 

 
 

 
Analysis of Results by Conceptual System  

 
For Part I results, draw a circle around the items that received an initial score of 3. Draw a horizontal line through the 
items that received an initial score of 1.  
 
For Part II results, draw a circle around the items that received an initial score of 4. Draw a horizontal line through the 
items that received an initial score of 3 or 1. 
 
 

 Color Shape Size Number Symbol 
 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

 
1 

 
1 

 
16 

 
16 

 
2 
 

 
2 
 

 
17 

 
17 

 
3 
 

 
3 
 

 
18 

 

 
18 

 

 
9 
 

 
9 

 
24 

 
24 

 
11 

 
11 

 
27 

 
27 

 
 Position Place Function/Use Surface Pattern Direction 
 

I. 
1A 

 
2A 

II. 
1A 

 
2A 

I. 
1A 

 
2A 

II. 
1A 

 
2A 

I. 
1A 

 
2A 

II. 
1A 

 
2A 

I. 
1A 

 
2A 

II. 
1A 

 
2A 

I. 
1A 

 
2A 

II. 
1A 

 
2A 

 
5  

 
5  

 
20 

 
20 

 
4 
 

 
4 
 

 
19 

 

 
19 

 
7 

 
7 

 
22 

 
22 

 
6  
 

 
6  
 

 
21 

 
21 

 
12 

 

 
12 

 

 
26 

 
26 

 
 Material Surface Property Weight Temperature Time 
 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

I. 
1A 

I. 
2A 

II. 
1A 

II. 
2A 

 
8 
 

 
8 
 

 
23 

 
23 

 
10 

 
10 

 
25 

 
25 

 
13 

 

 
13 

 

 
28 

 
28 

 
14 

 

 
14 

 

 
29 

 
29 

 
15 

 
15 

 
30 

 
30 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Comments and Observations: 
   
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
Interpretation of results and Intervention focus: 

   
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Object List for Screening Test 
 

Collect the following items ahead of time for use in the screening procedures. 
 
Objects needed for Part I:  Item 8  - An unpainted wooden block or other unpainted wooden item.  
  Item 10 - A piece of rough gauge sandpaper. 
  Item 13 - rock that is small enough to fit into a student’s hand and a large leaf or large 
     piece of paper that can held in one hand. 
 
 
Objects needed for Part II. Item 23 - 3 items made from plastic material.  
  Item 25 - 3 items each having a smooth surface  
  Item 28 - one object that is heavy in weight and two objects that are light in weight  
     compared to the first object  
 
 




